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We propose an orbital exchange-correlation functional for applying time-dependent density functional

theory to many-electron systems coupled to cavity photons. The time non-local equation for the electron-

photon optimized effective potential (OEP) is derived. In the static limit our OEP energy functional

reduces to the Lamb shift of the ground state energy. We test the new approximation in the Rabi model.

It is shown that the OEP (i) reproduces quantitatively the exact ground-state energy from the weak to the

deep strong coupling regime and (ii) accurately captures the dynamics entering the ultrastrong coupling

regime. The present formalism opens the path to a first-principles description of correlated electron-photon

systems, bridging the gap between electronic structure methods and quantum optics for real material

applications.

PACS numbers: 31.15.ee, 03.65.Yz, 42.50.Pq, 71.15.Mb

The last two decades have witnessed increasing ex-

perimental interest in the study and control of many-

electron systems strongly interacting with quantum elec-

tromagnetic fields. This includes notable experiments in

the areas of cavity [1] and circuit [2] quantum electrody-

namics (QED), quantum computing via photon-mediated

atom entanglement [3], electromagnetically induced trans-

parency [4], quantum plasmonics [5], quantum simula-

tors [6] and chemistry [7, 8]. The description of re-

alistic coupled matter-photon systems requires combin-

ing electronic structure methods from materials science

with quantum optical models. Recently, a time-dependent

density-functional theory (TDDFT) for QED has been de-

veloped [9–12] allowing for such a first-principles treat-

ment. However, any application of this theory requires ap-

proximations to the electron-photon exchange-correlation

(xc) functional, which are currently not available.

In this Letter we construct the first approximation to

the xc-functional of QED-(TD)DFT. To achieve this goal,

we extend the widely used optimized effective potential

(OEP) approach in electronic structure methods [13–18] to

the photon-mediated electron-electron coupling. The new

functional is tested from low to high coupling regime in

the Rabi model [19–21], through comparison with the ex-

act and classical solutions. We also address the functional

dependence on the initial many-body state, assumed to be

either a fully interacting or a factorizable state. In both

cases, the electron-photon OEP for the model performs

well, providing a promising path to the ab initio descrip-

tion of strongly coupled matter-photon systems.

Consider a system with an arbitrarily large number N of

electrons at coordinates, {ri}Ni=1, e.g. an atom, an ion, or

a molecule, interacting with M quantized electromagnetic

modes of a microcavity with frequencies ωα. We denote

by Ĥ0 = T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext the Hamiltonian of the electronic

system with kinetic energy T̂ , Coulomb interaction V̂ee and

(time-dependent) external potential V̂ext =
∑N

i=1 vext(rit),
due to the nuclei and any classical field applied to the sys-

tem. In the dipole approximation [37] the length-gauge

Hamiltonian [9, 22, 23] of the total electron-photon system

can be represented as follows

Ĥ = Ĥ0 +
1

2

∑

α

[

p̂2α + ω2
α

(

q̂α − λα

ωα

R̂

)2
]

, (1)

where the second term corresponds to the energy
1
8π

∫

(B̂2 + Ê
2)dr of the transverse radiation field. The

magnetic field B̂α =
√
4πp̂α in the α-mode is proportional

to the photon canonical momentum p̂α, while the electric

field Êα =
√
4π(ωαq̂α − λαR̂) is related to the canonical

coordinate q̂α. The latter is defined via the displacement

field D̂α =
√
4πωαq̂α, that is the proper dynamical vari-

able conjugated to B̂α. Finally, λ
α

describes the polar-

ization and the amplitude of the normalized Dα-mode at

the position of the electronic system with dipole moment

R̂ =
∑N

i=1 ri [38]. We define q̂α = −(âα + â†
α)/

√
2ωα

in terms of photon annihilation and creation operators. The

photon-induced interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) consists

of two terms: (i) the “cross” term ∼ q̂αR̂

V̂el-ph =
∑

α

√

ωα

2
(âα + â†

α)

∫

d3r (λαr) n̂(r), (2)

where n̂(r) =
∑

i δ(r − ri) is the electron density oper-

ator, describing the dipole-displacement coupling, and (ii)

the “squared” term
∑

α(λαR̂)2/2, representing the polar-

ization energy of the electrons. The coupling to the quan-
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tized radiation field then gives rise to an additional, photon-

mediated electron-electron interaction

Wee(1, 2) =
∑

α

(λαr1)(λαr2)Wα(t1, t2), (3)

Wα(t1, t2) = ω2
αDα(t1, t2) + δ(t1 − t2),

where we use the compact notation 1 = (r1t1).
Here, the first term is the effective interaction, via

the photon displacement Dα-propagator iDα(t1, t2) ≡
〈T {qα(t1)qα(t2)}〉, derived from Eq. (2). The second

term, due to the polarization contribution in the Hamilto-

nian, removes the instantaneous part of the Dα-propagator

and brings it to the Eα-propagator, which describes the

full physical interaction mediated by the quantized electric

field [39].

Our formulation of QED-(TD)DFT combines one of the

most popular exact methods for ground (excited) state elec-

tronic calculations [24], with the full quantum treatment of

the electromagnetic field. In this theory, the wave func-

tion of the total system Ψ({rj}, {qα}, t) is a unique func-

tional of the electron density n(rt) = 〈Ψ|n̂(r)|Ψ〉 and

the expectation values of the photon coordinates Qα(t) =
〈Ψ|q̂α|Ψ〉 [9]. The former can be calculated for a fictitious

Kohn-Sham (KS) system of N non-interacting particles,

whose orbitals {φj} satisfy the self-consistent equations

i∂tφj(rt) = [−∇2/2 + vs(rt)]φj(rt) with the potential

vs = vext + vel
Hxc + vαeff. Here, we assume [9] the separate

description of the Coulomb interaction Vee and the photon-

mediated interaction Wee by the standard TDDFT Hartree-

xc term vel
Hxc[n] and the effective potential vαeff[n,Qα]. The

latter is defined as vαeff = vαMF + vαxc, where

vαMF(rt) =

∫

d1WR
ee (rt, r1t1)n(r1t1) (4)

is the mean-field contribution due to M classical electro-

magnetic modes, whose expectation values Qα obey the

Ampere-Maxwell equation for the displacement field. All

the quantum many-body effects are embedded in the un-

known xc-potential, which must be approximated. Assum-

ing the treatment of the electronic contribution vel
xc by stan-

dard TDDFT functionals (e.g. x-only OEP or KLI [13],

ALDA, GGA), we generalize the OEP approach to con-

struct approximations to the photonic contribution vαxc.

We derive the TDOEP equation for the electron-photon

system starting from the linearized Sham-Schlüter equation

on the Keldysh contour [15]

∫

d2Gs(1,2)vxc(2)Gs(2,1)=

∫

d2

∫

d3Gs(1,2)Σ(2,3)Gs(3,1),

(5)

where the electron self-energy Σ contains the interaction

Wee of Eq. (3) and Gs is the Green’s function of the time-

dependent KS system. Eq. (5) allows one to perturba-

tively construct the local potential vxc, that mimics the ef-

fects of the self-energy Σ, to any desired order in the cou-

pling strength λα. Analogously to the GW approximation

[25, 29] for electronic structure methods, we approximate

the electron self-energy by the exchange-like diagram

Σ(1, 2) = iGs(1, 2)Wee(2, 1), (6)

where we assume the photon propagator in Wee to be free.

Here, the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field is

accounted for by the dynamical part of Σ, related to the

first term of Eq. (3). This part describes the processes of

emission and absorption of a photon. Neglecting the above

dynamical contribution to veff corresponds to the classical

treatment of the electromagnetic field.

Making use of the Langreth rules [26], we rewrite Eq. (5) more explicitly as follows

i

∫ t

−∞

dt1G
R
s (t, t1)vxc(t1)G

<
s (t1, t)+c.c. = i

∫ t

−∞

dt1

∫ t1

−∞

dt2 G
R
s (t, t1)[Σ

>(t1, t2)G
<
s (t2, t)−Σ<(t1, t2)G

>
s (t2, t)]+c.c.,

(7)

where the superscripts R, > and < stand for retarded,

greater and lesser Keldysh components respectively, and

the integration over the spatial coordinates is implied. For

computational convenience we consider Eq. (7) in the low

temperature limit T → 0. The electron-photon collision

integral on the right hand side then is responsible for the

spontaneous photon emission of the excited electrons and

the broadening in the electronic levels. Using Eq. (6) for

the self-energy and expressing all Gs in terms of KS or-

bitals [26], Eq. (7) becomes

i
∑

i,j

∫ t

−∞

dt1[〈φi(t1)|vx(t1)|φj(t1)〉fi − Sij(t1)]φ
∗
j (t)φi(t)

+ c.c. = 0, (8)

where we define

Sij(t1)=
∑

k,α

∫ t1

−∞

dt2 d
α
ik(t2)d

α
kj(t1)[(1 − fi)fkW>(t1, t2)

− fi(1− fk)W<(t1, t2)]

with W≷(t1, t2) = ω2
α

(

−i
2ωα

)

e±iωα(t2−t1) ± δ(t1 − t2).

Here, fi is the fermion occupation number and dαik(t) =
λα〈φi(t)|r|φk(t)〉 is the dipole matrix element projected

on the coupling constant of the α-mode. For definite-

ness we assume that the external potential vext does not

depend on time for all t < 0. Hence the orbitals {φj}
are solutions of the KS equations with the initial condition
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Figure 1: (Color online) Comparison of the OEP (red), exact

(black) and classical (green) (a) density difference ∆n and (b)

energy E versus the coupling parameter λ in a.u.. Other parame-

ters: ω = 1, vext = 0.2, T = 0.7.

φj(rt) = φj(r)e
−iεjt for −∞ < t ≤ 0. Equation (8) re-

lates the matrix elements of vx to the matrix elements Sij

of the self-energy Σ, and thus to the physical processes of

excitation/annihilation of electron-hole pairs by photon ab-

sorption/emission. Alternatively, Eq. (8) can be derived via

variational principle from the Keldysh action functional,

with the exchange part given by

Ax=
∑

i,k,α

∫

dz1

∫

dz2 d
α
ik(z2)d

α
ki(z1)(1 − fi)fk

× θ(z1 − z2)

[

ω2
α

( −i

2ωα

)

eiωα(z2−z1) + δ(z1 − z2)

]

,

where z denotes the contour variable. Furthermore, the

time-dependent mean-field potential is evaluated from

Eq. (4) as

vMF(rt)=−
∑

α

ωα(λαr)

∫ t

0

dt1 sin[ωα(t−t1)](λαR(t1))

−
∑

α

(λαr) [(λαR(0)) cos(ωαt)− (λαR(t))] , (9)

where R(t) =
∫

d3r rn(rt) is the expectation value of the

dipole moment operator of the electronic system.

In the case of time independent external potential,

Eq. (8) reduces to the stationary OEP equation for the equi-

librium electron-photon system
∑

i,j

[ 〈φi|vx|φj〉
εi−εj− iη

fi − Sij

]

φ∗
j(r)φi(r) + c.c. = 0, (10)

where

Sij =
∑

k,α

dαikd
α
kj(εi − εk − iη)

2(εi − εj − iη)

[ fi(1− fk)

εi − εk − ωα − iη

+
(1− fi)fk

εi − εk + ωα − iη

]

. (11)

Here, we assume the limit η → 0. Apparently, Eq. (11)

describes virtual processes of excitation of electron-hole

pairs, supplemented by the emission of photons. Variation-

ally Eq. (10) can be derived employing the second-order

correction to the ground-state energy

Ex = −1

2

∑

i,k,α

|dαik|2
{

ωα

(1− fi)fk
εi − εk + ωα

− (1− fi)fk
}

,

(12)

that is the Lamb shift due to the virtual emission of pho-

tons [27]. The second term in Eq. (12) comes from the

term
∑

α(λαR)2/2 in the Hamiltonian, and accounts for

the free electron behavior in the high photon energy limit

ωα → ∞.

As a proof-of-principles, we apply these results to a

simple, yet non-trivial quantum optical model that can be

solved exactly, i.e. the tight-binding model for the H+
2

molecule coupled to one photon mode. The one elec-

tron choice here prevents from introducing the extra error

in approximating the standard TDDFT potential vel
xc, thus

allowing to assess the accuracy of our approximation to

the electron-photon potential vxc. The electron coordinate

can only take two values, given by the atomic site indexes

(1, 2). The electron density reduces to the on-site occupa-

tion number n1,2. By projecting the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1)

onto the two-site space, the electronic kinetic energy gives

the tunneling amplitude between the sites. As the total oc-

cupation is fixed, the external and photon fields couple to

the on-site occupation difference ∆n = n1 − n2. This

plays the role of the TDDFT density variable for the model.

In terms of Pauli matrices σx,z [T̂ →−T σ̂x and ∆n̂→ σ̂z],

the projected Hamiltonian

Ĥ=−T σ̂x+

[
√

ω

2
λ(â+â†)+vext(t)

]

σ̂z+ω

(

â†â+
1

2

)

+
λ2

2
(13)

reads isomorphic to the Rabi Hamiltonian with external po-

tential vext(t) and coupling strength
√

ω/2λ.

We consider first the system in equilibrium. The summa-

tion in Eq. (10) runs over the ground (g) and excited (e) KS

states with the corresponding orbitals, φ†
g = (v̄ , ū) and

φ†
e = (ū ,−v̄), and eigenvalues, εg = −W and εe = W .

Here, ū, v̄=
√

(1± vs/W ) /2 and W =
√

v2s + T 2. Ex-

plicitly, Eq. (10) gives

vx = −λ2 vs

W

[

ω(ω + 3W )

(ω + 2W )2
− 1

]

, (14)

were the second term corresponds to the classical contri-

bution associated with the first interaction term in Eq. (3).

The total energy functional takes the form

E[vs] = −T 〈σx〉+ vext ∆n+ Ex[vs] +
1

2
ω, (15)

where ∆n = −vs/W and Eq. (12) reduces to

Ex =
λ2T 2

W (ω + 2W )
. (16)
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The Lamb shift of Eq. (16) vanishes in the classical limit

of coupling λ → ∞, as expected.

In Fig. 1 we show the calculated OEP density differ-

ence ∆n and total energy E as functions of the coupling

strength λ, compared to the results from the exact and clas-

sical treatment of the electromagnetic field. It is worth

noting that 0.1 . λ . 1.4 and λ & 1.4 corresponds

respectively to ultrastrong [28] and deep strong coupling

[35] values. The eigenvalue problem for the static Rabi

Hamiltonian in Eq. (13) is solved by employing the ex-

act diagonalization technique [30, 31], after proper trunca-

tion of the Fock space. We observe that both the OEP and

classical approximations reproduce qualitatively the elec-

tron’s confinement on the excited level, as the shift in the

energy levels increases with the coupling strength, and re-

cover the exact result in the limit λ → ∞. In addition, our

OEP scheme is by construction exact in the weak coupling

regime. For the density difference ∆n shown in (a), we see

excellent agreement between the OEP and the exact results

up to λ = 0.7 and above λ = 2. On the contrary, the clas-

sical result is only asymptotically accurate and largely un-

derestimating in between. Regarding the energies E shown

in (b), the OEP energy is close to the exact values in the

whole coupling range, with only small deviations around

λ = 1.3. In contrast, the classical approximation performs

reliably only in the limits of very small or very high inter-

action strength.

The TDOEP Eq. (8) for the Rabi model simplifies to

i

∫ t

−∞

dt1ṽx(t1)dge(t1)deg(t) + c.c.

= λ2ω

∫ t

−∞

dt1

∫ t1

−∞

dt2 c(t, t1) deg(t2)e
iω(t2−t1) + c.c.,

(17)

where ṽx = vx(t)+λ2 ∆n(t), dge(t) = 〈φg(t)|σ̂z|φe(t)〉,
and c(t, t1) = dge(t)∆n(t1)− dge(t1)∆n(t). Moreover,

the mean-field potential of Eq. (9) explicitly reads as

vMF(t)=− λ2ω

∫ t

0

dt1 sin[ω(t−t1)]∆n(t1)

−λ2∆n cos(ωt) + λ2∆n(t).

Employing the numerical algorithm presented in [32], we

solve Eq. (17) self-consistently for t > 0, together with

the time-dependent KS equation. The former, which is

a Volterra integral equation of the first kind, is evalu-

ated using a midpoint integration scheme combined with

the trapezoidal rule [33]. The latter is propagated with a

predictor-corrector scheme using an exponential midpoint

propagator [34]. In Fig. 2 we compare the time-evolution

of the calculated OEP density difference ∆n and effective

potential veff with the exact and classical results, approach-

ing the ultrastrong coupling regime in two different setups.

In the first setting, we assume that the electron-photon sys-

tem, interacting with coupling constant λ= 0.1, is driven

-0.05

0

0.05

δ∆
n

(a)

Exact - TDOEP
Exact - Classical

t [a.u.]

-0.01

0

0.01

v e
ff
 [
a
.u
.]

(b) TDOEP
Exact
Classical

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
t [a.u.]

-0.01

0

0.01

v e
ff
 [
a
.u
.]

(c)

Figure 2: (Color online) Comparison of the errors δ∆n (a) in the

TDOEP (black) and classical (blue) density difference ∆n and

of the TDOEP (red), exact (black) and classical (green) (b, c)

effective potential veff versus time t in a.u. for the configurations:

(a, b) vext = −0.2 sgn(t), λ = 0.1 and (c) vext = 0, λ = 0.1θ(t).
Other parameters: ω=1, T =0.7.

out of equilibrium at t = 0 by a sudden switch in the ex-

ternal perturbation vext(t) = −0.2 sgn(t). In the second

configuration, we choose a non-interacting initial state with

vext(t) = 0, while switching on at later times the electron-

photon coupling λ(t) = 0.1 θ(t). Here, we use as initial

state for the propagation |Ψ〉 = (1/2|1〉+
√
3/2|2〉)⊗|0〉,

where |1〉 and |2〉 are the basis vectors of the electron sys-

tem, and |0〉 is the photon vacuum field. For the chosen pa-

rameters, the various density differences in the two setups

undergo off-resonant Rabi oscillations with nearly identical

relative behavior. The errors δ∆n in the OEP and classical

density difference are shown in (a) for the sudden-switch

example. The first is remarkably low in the entire coupling

range. The second is about 10% at t = 20 a.u. and in-

creases up to 20% at t=40 a.u.. The quantum contribution

to the OEP is given by the right hand side of Eq. (17) and

its role in the Rabi oscillations is essentially quantified by

the error in the classical density difference. Significant is

also the improvement of the OEP approach against the clas-

sical approximation in the effective potential. It should be

noted that, unlike the density difference, this doesn’t cor-

respond to a physical observable. As we can see in (b) for

the sudden-switch case, and in (c) for the non-interacting

initial configuration, the TDOEP result is very accurate up

to t=20 a.u.. At later times, small deviations appear, es-

pecially in (c), where the potential shows a more complex

dynamics. Nevertheless, the improvement with respect to

the classical result is still evident.

In conclusion, a first-principles approach for describing
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the quantum dynamics of realistic many-electron systems

interacting with photons is proposed. For methodological

purposes we have considered here its application to the

off-resonant Rabi model. It has been shown that already

the lowest order (TD)OEP for the model gives accurate

stationary and dynamical properties far beyond the weak-

coupling regime, clearly improving over the classical treat-

ment of the electromagnetic field. Future developments in-

clude simplifying the QED-TDOEP scheme along the lines

of the TDKLI approximation [13, 36]. This work opens

the path to a simplified numerical description of novel phe-

nomena at the interface between condensed matter physics

and quantum optics.
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